The theory of quasiregular and quasimeromorphic mappings has turned out to form a natural real n-dimensional generalization of the theory of analytic and meromorphic functions of one complex variable. The study of these mappings was initiated by Re~etnjak in 1966 in a series of papers listed in [9] . Since then the theory has been developed in many directions by several authors. For basic parts of it we refer to [9] [10] [11] . Definitions are given in 2.1 of Section 2. A(r) is the average of n(r, y) with respect to the spherical n-measure on R n when y runs over R ~. The well-known covering theorems in Ahlfors's theory of covering surfaces [1, p. 164, 165] imply for n = 2 that the average of n(r, y) when y runs over a subdomain or a "regular curve" in R2, is close to A(r) outside a set of radii r with finite logarithmic measure. This suggests that n(r, y) is usually close to A(r) and that "equidistribution" occurs to some
general extent. The purpose of this paper is to study how strong such eqnidistribution is.
Our main results are new also for the plane theory of meromorphic functions. We work all over on the "nonintegrated level" and do not use smoothed counting functions, obtained for example by integrating n(r, y) logarithmically with respect to r as is typical in the Nevanlinna theory [13] .
For an arbitrary point y, there need not be any bounded ratio between n(r, y) and A(r) outside a thin exceptional set of r-values. First, if y is omitted by 1, then n(r,y)=0 for all r. In the other direction, it follows from Toppila's Theorem 4 in [23] that for any k > 1 there exists a nonconstant meromorphic function of the plane for which n(r, O)/A(r) > k ia a set of positive lower logarithmic density. For a modification of Toppila's result, see Example 6.1 in Section 6.
The study of the value distribution of quasimeromorphic mappings of R n into n ~ was started in [20] , where the main emphasis was on the relationship between the pointwise behavior of n(r, y) and the spherical average. One of the problems treated in [20] is the question of the validity of an inequality The inequality (1.2) is proved by a special technique of path families where one combines the modulus inequality [26, Theorem 3 .1] with a result on maximal path lifting given in [19] . The factor (log 0) 1-n in the error term in (1.2) makes it possible to show that the stronger inequality c~(r, t) >~(r, s) holds for all r outside a set of finite logarithmic measure, and in fact each average ~(r, s) is arbitrarily close to the spherical average A(r) for all r outside such a set [20, Theorem 4.19] .
The idea of the proof of (1.2) suggests that a similar inequality with respect to 0 holds in a much wider sense, and as a consequence, averages of the counting function with respect to various measures are arbitrarily close to each other outside an exceptional set for the exhaustion parameter. On the other hand, the discussion of the pointwise case above and Example 6.1 shows that a regularity assumption on the measure is needed which prevents too strong singularities at points.
We shall establish an equidistribution theory for averages of the counting function of a quasiregular mapping with respect to measures with a regularity condition. More precisely, we are given a nonconstant quasiregular mapping f: M~N of a noncompact The problem of comparing averages is unsymmetric in the sense that the inequality
is true already if lira supr_,o~(B(x, r))/h(r) ~< 1 for/~ almost every x EA r with h satisfying (1.4) for some p > 2. An example of such a measure/~ is the restriction measure/~-~4a (F D E) of the ~-dimensional Hausdorff measure ~, 0 < ~ ~< n, where E is any ~4~-measurable set with 0<~(E)<co; more generally, see 5.12.5. Example 6.1 shows that (1.5) need not hold for such measures.
After preliminary results we first prove in Section 3 a lemma which teUs how much extreme values of the counting function in a set can, in terms of conformal capacity, deviate from averages over spheres lying in a chart. In Section 4 relationships between capacity and h-calibrated measures are used to establish inequalities of type (1.2) for averages (Theorem 4.8).
The integral condition (1.4) for h originates from the proof of [17, Theorem 8] in connection with a lower bound for capacity. This is presented in Lemma 4.2. The condition p > 2 is essentially needed in the proof of (4.5) of Lemma 4.4 to obtain effective upper bounds for the /~-measure of sets in which the counting function exceeds an average value.
The main results are presented in Theorem 5.11 and are proved by means of the inequalities in Section 4 and lemmas on real functions. Our methods apply also to the study of the pointwise behavior of n(s, y). In fact, we prove (Theorem 5.13), under a restriction for the hyperbolic case, that there exists a sequence s~Tb and a set E~A r of capacity zero such that for yEN~E, n(s~, y)/A(s~) tends r one. This result is known earlier for meromorphic functions in the plane with the standard exhaustion by disks.
In fact, Miles proves in [12, Theorem 2] a stronger statement in the sense that the limit is obtained outside an exceptional set in the exhaustion parameter.
To prove the results in this paper for Riemannian n-manifolds instead of just R n and i~", does not require much extra work. Essentially all what is needed is the inequality 2.10 of moduli of path families, a discussion on exhaustions in Section 2, and some basic facts about Riemannian manifolds.
Preliminary results

Quasiregular mappings in Riemannian mani/olds.
We assume throughout the paper that Riemarmian manifolds are always pure dimensional without boundary, C ~176 connected, paracompact, orientable, with a given Coo Riemannian metric, and with a given C oo volume form defining the orientation. Chart maps are always taken orientation preserving. In any Riemannian n-manifold M we denote the ball {yEMId(y , x)<r} by B(x, r) and the sphere {y E Mid(y, x) = r} by S(x, r) where d is the Riemannian distance.
If M = R', we set B(r) = B(O, r), S(r) = S(O, r).
We assume throughout the paper that n >~2. Let G be a domain in R n. A continuous mapping ]: G~R n is quasiregular if (1) ] is ACL n and (2) We shall use the terminology of paths mainly from [25] modified to manifolds and also from [22] . Let a: I~M be a path. If A and /,4 are contained in charts, Lemma 2.7 follows by [22, 3.8] 
This theorem is proved as in [9, 3.2] by the use of 2.6 and 2.7. Note, however, that in [9] (2.5) is required only for rectifiable paths.
For the other inequality we need a lemma of Poleckii [15, Lemma 6 ], see also [26, 2.6 ]. As in [26] we use the following terminology. Let f: M-~N be continuous and light and let ~: I~M be a closed path. We say that f is absolutely precontinuous on if the path ~ ~ ]o~ is rectifiable and the path ~*: [0, I(~)]-~M such that ~ = ~*os~, given by an analog of [26, 2.3] for manifolds, is absolutely continuous. and it suffices to prove
M(P~) ~< K~(/)M(F). m
By only slight modifications and by the use of 2.7 to homeomorphisms we can follow the proof of [26, 3.1] . Note that here F I contains also paths which are only locally rectifiable. We point out that in the proof of [26, 3 .1] the family F(F) has the same meaning as in this paper. A compact subset K of M is said to be of capacity zero if the modulus of the family of paths in M with one endpoint in K is zero. An arbitrary subset E of M is said to be of capacity zero if all compact subsets of E are of capacity zero. If E is of capacity zero, we write cap E = 0, otherwise cap E >0.
COROLLARY. 1/ f: M~N is a nonconstant quasiregular mapping and i/F is a path/amily in M, then M(/F) < K,(I)M(F).
Condensers and cavities. A condenser in M is
Exhaustions.
We shall carry out our study of value distribution of a quasiregular mapping of a noncompact Riemannian n-manifold M into a compact Riemannian n-manifold ~V with respect to an exhaustion of M by compact subsets which will be parametrized as presented below. We assume now that M is noncompact. 
Then te-->B(t) is an exhaustion satisfying (2.14).
In order to obtain significant value distribution results with respect to a given exhaustion we need a measure of the deviation from an "extremal" exhaustion with respect to conformal capacity which is the substitute for harmonic exhaustion on a Riemann surface. Let a <s < t < b. Then Fa. t is minorized by both Fa. s and F,. t which are separate, hence t~ "-1 eo,_l
(2.15) log ~) >I M(r,.~)"
We shall need an opposite inequality. More precisely, we give the following definition. give an admissible exhaustion for U which satisfies (2.17)with u=l,~=n-1 for a<s<t<b. While this method takes partly care of the "hyperbolic" case b<oo, no existence result for admissible exhaustions in the "parabolic" case b= c~ is known if n > 3. For n = 2 it is well known that parabolicity is equivalent to the existence of an Evans-Selberg potential which then can be used to produce a harmonic exhaustion.
However, by using a preliminary discrete exhaustion (G~) of M, it is possible with an idea of Ohtsuka to produce an exhaustion function of M which is "admissible on intervals"
of [a, hi. Value distribution with respect to such partly admissible exhaustions can be established in the spirit of the present article, although formulation of the results becomes slightly more complicated.
One can prove that the class of admissible exhaustions of R 2 contains every ex.
haustion which is obtained from the exhaustion by concentric disks by applying a quasiconformal self-map h: R2-~R ~, i.e. D t--hB(t). The corresponding result for R" is probably also true but there seems to be a lack of sufficiently sharp modulus estimates. (1)).
LEMMA. Let 0<u<v<~, FlcB(u ), F2cOB(v), P12~'-A(F1, F2;B(v)), F1 =A(F1, OB(v); B(v)), and P2ffi A(F~, ~B(u); B(v)~B(u)) (see 2.12 for notation). Then
M(FI~) >1 3-" rain (M(P1) , M(P2), cn log (v/u))
where c~>0 is the constant in [25, (10.11) ].
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [10, 3.11] and [14, 3.3] . Choose 0EF(I'12).
Consider first the case where holds for every locally rectifiable path 71 E F 1 or holds for every locally rectifiable path 72E 1" 2. Then 30 E F(P1) or 3~ E F(P2) which implies
In the remaining case there exist paths 71 E 1" 1 and 72 E rg such that 19 -792908 Acta mathemattca 143. Imprim6 le 28 D~embro 1979 for every locally rectifiable path reA(Ir~l, ]r~l; B(v)\B(u))--r. Then 3~EF(F), and by [25, 10.12] R~"ds >1 3-"M(F) >--3-"c, log (v/u).
The lemma is proved. The substitution of (3.9) or (3.10) into (3.6) yields (3.4). The average of n(s, y) with respect to p over a p-measurable set Ec~ with p(E) >0
is denoted by vg(8, E), i.e.
~t,(a, E) = p(E)-i f n(s, y)dp(y). dE
We abbreviate vg(s, N)= v~(s) and denote A(s)-~ v~(s).
For AcR ~ let 7a(A) be the infimum of the sums ~ h(rt) when A is covered byat most a countable number of balls B(xt, rt). We need some connections between capacity and the outer measure 7a. Recall the notation r o and z introduced in 3.1.
LEMMA. There exists L>0 such that 7a(A) ~< L (cap (B(r), A)) p whenever A is a eom~zet set in B(r) and 0 < r < to.
Proo/. The proof is similar to that of [17, Theorem 8] , cL also the proof of [8, 
fa Vv(y).(x-
=~=---~_.
I~-yP Y)ds
We choose 0 = K,(1 -x, ll~ll.) -x. Then w(x) > 1 = K,]~ +x, lMI. for ~eA and we obtain n,(a) < o(~ll-II.r = o~(~ -K, II~II.)-"II~II~
<OK~2no~"_~ ~ [WI"as <cap W(r),a)+8). d R-
Letting e-~0 we get CK~, o..
--7h,(A) < -~x-~-,-1 cap (B(r), A).
If cap (B(r), A) >1 (2K~)-noJ~_x, then 7h,(A) < hi(to) < hi(to) (2K2)nw~_"l cap (B(r), A),
Hence there is a constant Lx such that in both eases 7h,(A) ~<L x cap (B(r), A).
The result follows now from the inequality 7n(A)~<Tn,(A)~ which is true because h(r,) < (Y h(r,)~) o.
LEMMA. There ezi.s~ Q>0 such that i/zEN, 0<r<r 0, and E is a Borel set in B(z, Tr), then p(E) < Q(M(A(E, OB(z, r); B(z, r))))'.
Proo]. Let FeE be compact such that 2p( F) >~ p( E). Let e>0 and let the balls B(u~, rj), i ~-1, 2, ... cover ~xF such that 7h(%F) +e~> ~ h(r~).
Since r<~, we may assume B(ut, rt)cB(ro) for all i. The balls B(~l(ut), 2rt) cover F. There exists an integer q, depending only on n such that each B(~0~l(u~), 2rt) can be covered by at most q, balls with radius r I. Then, since p is h.calibrated, ~(av) < q. ~ h(r~) < g.Th(~F) +g.e. 
M(A(E~, OB(z, r); B(z, r))) <~ (k -c%(Os, Y)) (log
c~,(Os, Y) p(E) + d8 (log O) -~a.
To prove (4.6) we make use of (3.5) in Lemm~ 3.3. If
~'= {w~:~ln(Os, w) < c'~(0,, E)}, then p(E)va(Os, E)>~c'va(08, E)la(E",,,E' ), hence p(E')>~ (1-1/c')p(E). Lemma 4.3 gives a constant Q1 such that p(E') <~QIM(A(E', OB(z, r); B(z, r))), and hence by Lemma 3.3 (f4 v(s, Y) < c' 6(Os, E') + p(E) (log 0) qa -<< vv~(Oa, E) + p(E) (log O) qa"
The lemma is proved. The inequality (4.10) is proved shnilarly as follows. In place of (4.11) we obtain by applying (4.5) to L ~ and (4.6) to p the inequality 
THEOREM. Let/z be an h-calibrated measure in N with h satis]ying (1.4) ]or some p > 2. Then ]or each c > 1 there exist8 d > 0 such that
cv~,(Os) >i cp(E)#(N)-lv~,(Os, E) >i c'vl,(Os, E) >1 A(,)-d (log O) -p~.
Main results
In Section 4 we presented in 3. We shall show in Example 6.1 for n -2, b ~-0% by a meromorphic function that the assumption for p in (2) is not sufficient to draw the conclusion in (1). In Example 6.5
we show that the condition of finiteness of logarithmic measure of A cannot be improved. 
Examples
In 
1-1
We may choose the ratios edr, and r,+x/R, so large that the meromorphic function is independent of r~, we may choose the r~'s in addition so that 9(rk-~)< ~ f" §176 f-k t]r~ r
We can therefore take U~l [r~, rt+(rt] to be the required set A.
The problem of covering a disk more than A(r) was also considered in Example 2 in [12] .
